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Classic Bangle Bracelet with Ball
and Pavé Bar Charm

 Price: $367

This bangle design has a ball and bar charm with pavé set accent stones, which
adds a delicate sparkle to the wrist. Perfect for everyday wear, this bracelet

features a bangle that is 1.6mm thick. Design your own in sterling silver or 10K
yellow gold. Made just for you.
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Dainty Stackable Baguette Contour
Band
 Price: $413

The brilliant baguette takes centre stage with this dainty contour band that
adds sparkle and dimension to your ring stack. Perfect for everyday wear, it

features 3X1mm baguettes and a 1.25mm round accent stone.
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Dainty V-Shaped Milgrain Contour
Band

 Price: $325

Dainty with a vintage-inspired milgrain detail, this contour band adds dimension
to your ring stack with its powerfully defined V-shape.
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East-West Stackable Baguette Ring
with Hinged Texture

 Price: $293

The unconventional east-west setting of this design makes it easy to stack, while
adding the right amount of texture to any look! Perfect for everyday wear, this

ring features a 4x2mm baguette stone that is set horizontally on a simple band.
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Interlocking Heart Necklace
 Price: $376

Linked with love, this design has two interlocking heart shapes. Perfect for
everyday wear, this necklace features a choice of chain lengths. Wear on its own
or layer with multiple necklaces to complete your look. Choose in sterling silver,

white, yellow or rose gold. Made just for you.
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Moon Bracelet with Accent Stones
 Price: $428

This beaded crescent moon design has a fine cable chain with an extender for
just the right fit. Perfect for everyday wear, this bracelet features 1.25mm round

stones.
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Open Curb Chain Bracelet 7"
 Price: $421

This open-curb chain design is a modern classic. Perfect for everyday wear, this
bracelet features a lobster clasp and choice of 6.5" and 7" lengths. Design in

white or yellow gold. Made just for you.
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Puffed Heart Gemstone Necklace
 Price: $145

This simple puffed heart design is elevated with a pop of sparkle! Perfect for
everyday wear, this necklace features a choice of chain lengths and a 3mm

round gemstone.
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Round Solitaire Gemstone Necklace
 Price: $248

This simple round shaped design is elevated with a pop of sparkle! Perfect for
everyday wear, this necklace features a choice of chain lengths and a 3mm

round gemstone.
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Dainty Bangle Bracelet
 Price: $199

This dainty bangle design is a timeless classic that delicately illuminates the
wrist. Mix and match with other bracelets for a fun layered look! Perfect for

everyday wear, this bracelet features a bangle that is 1.3mm thick. Design your
own in 10K yellow gold. Made just for you.
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East-West Stackable Baguette Ring
 Price: $193

Often used as a side stone, the powerful baguette takes centre stage in this
modern east-west setting. Perfect for everyday wear, this ring features a 4x2mm

baguette set horizontally on a simple band.


